
Vegetarian Society,  

Carrot Lane,  

Vegetable Town,  

VG1 4EV 

 

Biggest Muddiest River, 

Africa, 

MU1 5DD 
 

20th March 2020 
 

Dear Mr Enormous Crocodile,  

I am writing to you to encourage you to stop your beastly ways and change your terrible 

diet. Your nasty plans and spiteful tricks have been all over the news and it’s time you 

stopped this brutish behaviour at once. Your disgustingly unhealthy diet of angelic 

children has got to stop immediately or you will regret it forever.  
 

Firstly, everyone knows a diet of delicious fruit and scrumptious vegetables is much 

healthier for you. Not only does it give you more energy but as well as that it keeps 

your scales, teeth and eyes in perfect shape. Nothing beats it.  
 

On top of that, the risk of crunching children’s bone is enormous. They could get stuck 

in your throat and crack your dazzling teeth. You would be in agony and could choke to 

death. Is it really worth the risk? 
 

Furthermore, this diet of yours has resulted in you being the most hated creature in 

the entire jungle. Instead of chasing these loving animals, and making their lives hell, 

you could become friends. You would never be lonely ever again and would have friends 

to share things with.  
 

In addition, you will have much more time to relax and enjoy yourself as you won’t be so 

busy scheming and chasing innocent animals. You could enjoy a delightful mud bath at 

your leisure and a fantastic claw polish instead of always plotting and running about. 

Surely you would rather have extra time and freedom? 
 

As you can see a vegetarian diet is undoubtedly the best around and would be a great 

benefit to you for many reasons. Everyone knows a vegetarian diet is varied and 

delectable. You have this spectacular opportunity to try exciting new foods and should 

listen to my superb advice and change your diet without delay.  
 

I hope you see sense and do the honourable thing by becoming a vegetarian.  

Yours sincerely,  

Mr Green 


